Yachting Cranes made by VETTER

Easy boat handling

www.vettercranes.com
Faster, safer and more comfortable into the water:

VETTER Yachting Cranes

Type: BOSS
Capacity: 4 x 8,000 kg
Outreach: 8,000 mm
Location: HR-Seget Donji / Croatian coast
Mooring of boats in marinas and dock-yards is often a critical moment and requires high effort. Procedures still used are e.g. slip facilities or mobile cranes which hold many risks for boat and skipper.

The VETTER yachting crane programme offers the ideal solution for each purpose, either as standard model or individually designed according to your requirements. With VETTER yachting cranes your work is safe and yachts up to weights of 100,000 kgs can be hoisted without any damages.

Your advantages:

- **Low maintenance and operating costs:**
  With the use of high quality materials, we achieve low maintenance and operating costs (only one inspection per year is necessary).

- **Permanent availability:**
  The strong and matured construction is even available during tough weather.

- **Small space required:**
  The foundation is under the ground level so that the space below the jib arm can be used for boats and trailers.

- **Easy operation:**
  All cranes are equipped with radio remote control or pendant control box for a safe and economical operation by one person only.

- **Environmentally-friendly:**
  Electric powered motors are used preventing the danger of leakages or noise pollution.

- **Individual design and colour:**
  Cranes are adapted to your requests as well as to fit local landscape.

- **Longtime competence and experience:**
  Benefit from our long experience in slewing and yachting crane construction!

Efficient and safe boat handling without damages with Yachting Cranes made by VETTER

---

**Type:** MAAT  
**Capacity:** 25,000 kg  
**Outreach:** 6,500 mm  
**Location:** D-Kühlungsborn / Baltic Sea

**Type:** BOSS  
**Capacity:** 4 x 10,000 kg  
**Outreach:** 6,250 mm  
**Location:** NL-Nieuwerkerk / IJssel

---

www.vettercranes.com
Type: MEISTER  
Capacity: 6,300 kg  
Outreach: 5,500 mm  
Location: CH-Brunnen / Vierwaldstättersee

Type: MEISTER  
Capacity: 8,000 kg  
Outreach: 5,000 mm  
Location: CH-Vitznau / Vierwaldstättersee

Type: MAAT  
Capacity: 16,000 kg  
Outreach: 6,000 mm  
Location: D-Bergkamen / Datteln-Hamm Kanal

Type: BOSS  
Capacity: 20,000 kg  
Outreach: 6,000 mm  
Location: D-Rheinsberg / Rheinsberger See

Type: BOSS / ZW  
Capacity: 25,000 / 6,300 kg  
Outreach: 6,500 / 12,500 mm  
Location: D-Potsdam / Havel

Type: BOSS  
Capacity: 32,000 kg  
Outreach: 7,500 mm  
Location: D-Winningen / Mosel

Type: BOSS  
Capacity: 63,000 kg  
Outreach: 7,500 mm  
Location: D-Saal / Donau

Type: BOSS  
Capacity: 70,000 kg  
Outreach: 7,000 mm  
Location: GB-Dartmouth / Dart

VETTER Krantechnik GmbH  
Siegtalstr. 22  
57080 Siegen · Germany

Phone +49 271 3502-0  
Fax +49 271 3502-295  
E-Mail info@vettercranes.com
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